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Prices available on request Rehabilitation
Consell de Cent 403
Full renovated apartments for sale in the heart of Eixample Right, Barcelona
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OVERVIEW

3 and 4-bedroom apartments with 3 or 4 bathrooms for
sale in a privileged location of Eixample Right in
Barcelona.

Consell de Cent 403 is a development of fully-renovated apartments with an excellent
location in the Eixample Right of Barcelona, a highly coveted and central area of the
city. It offers a wide range of services, quick and easy connection with the rest of the
city and a host of leisure activities for the enjoyment of its residents.

The development is located in a typical stately building in the Eixample area that has
been restored, but still has original period features such as the façade and the
balustrade of the common areas.

It includes apartments with 3 and 4 bedrooms and 3 to 4 bathrooms. Among them,
there is a duplex penthouse with a large terrace and a very spacious penthouse with
a terrace with a solarium area. These apartments are perfect for those who want to
live in a new home with excellent quality finishes in a central, but quiet area of
Barcelona.

The properties are renovated but maintain period details such as the ceilings with
exposed wooden beams, the white lacquered interior doors or the shutters. The
renovated elements have high-quality materials and the installations are new for the
convenience of their new owners. Among them, we can highlight the herringbone
parquet floors in the main rooms and the porcelain floors in the bathrooms and
kitchen; radiator heating; ducted air conditioning system; and LED lights, among other
features.

The bathrooms include top brand toilets and taps and the kitchens are fully equipped
with high-end appliances.

In addition, the apartments with terraces, have exterior flooring and decorative
elements in solid wood.

 

Highlights

3 and 4-bedroom apartments with 3 or 4 bathrooms
Terraces

lucasfox.com/go/consell-cent-403
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Renovated apartments
Prime location
Original details
High-quality features

UNITS IN THIS DEVELOPMENT

Type Status Floor Distribution Size

Apartment Sold Floor 2 3 Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms 137m²

Penthouse Sold Floor 5 3 Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms 147m², Terrace 53m²

Penthouse Sold Floor 5 4 Bedrooms 4 Bathrooms 198m², Terrace 75m²
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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